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Tool Flow Proposal

In this research, we present a work in progress tool to exploit
power/performance optimization techniques in FPGA-based asymmetric
multi-core systems. The tool flow, which is proposed in Figure 1, is di-
vided in two phases: compilation and execution time. In the first phase,
the application code is given as input to the ROSE-based source-to-source
compiler1 which is being implemented to generate three files as output:
a file containing application specific hardware parameters (hardware con-
figuration file); a file contains software parameters (software configuration
file); and the parallel application code2.

Figure 1: A tool flow proposal, which generates at compilation time the Application
Binary Code (the software itself, which is downloaded into the Shared Memory);
software mapping and initial thread priorities (Software Configuration File); and

hardware optimizations (Hardware Configuration File) for an FPGA-based
multi-core system. At execution time, the Power Management Module (PMM)

monitors FPGA temperature, power consumption and system performance. This
information is given to the scheduler to combine information of both compilation
and execution time to make better scheduling decisions and to send commands to

the PMM to apply power reduction techniques such as DFS and clock gating.

Figure 2: Hardware and software configuration files generated at compilation
time. The software configuration file can be updated by the OS during the program

execution whenever changes are detected by hardware/software monitors.

The hardware configuration file assigns values to hardware parameters.
The multi-core system is composed by LEON3 processors3 and the com-
ponents, as cores and specialized units, are already implemented. The
hardware configuration file together with all hardware description files
are synthesized by an EDA tool and the bitstream is downloaded into an
FPGA (Stratix IV by Altera).
The software configuration file provides for the eCos scheduler a soft-
ware mapping and initial thread priorities to run the application on the
multi-core architecture. To generate this information, the compiler ana-
lyzes the thread profiles. Cores can have different operating frequency
domain, cache sizes, specialized implementations of instructions, as core
i + 1 in Figure 1, which is the only one that has a floating-point unit
(FPU) in this example. In this way, the software configuration file says to
the scheduler that a given thread that has many floating-point operations
should be executed, preferably, in a core featuring an FPU. Having ap-
plied the ROSE-based compiler, the application code is then compiled by
GCC/BCC and an executable file is downloaded into the shared memory.
During execution time, there are two mechanisms to optimize the relation
between power and performance: the operating system scheduler and the
PMM (Power Management Module). Both mechanisms are controlled by
the Host processor. In this way, the host processor executes the thread
scheduling using information provided by the software configuration file.
Meanwhile, PMM, which is a hardware module integrated with the oper-
ating system, applies DFS and clock gating techniques to the cores indi-
vidually as needed and also monitors the FPGA temperature, power con-
sumption and performance. The PMM and the scheduler cooperate to
each other since the system behavior’s information read by the PMM is
used by the scheduler to perform task scheduling decisions and to send
instructions to the PMM to apply DFS and clock gating.

Conclusion

We believe this work has a significant potential to optimize the relation be-
tween power and performance for multi-core platforms. In the proposed
tool, new power-aware mapping and scheduling algorithms are explored
as well as their integration with the operating system and the power man-
agement module. Combining hardware and software configuration files
with run-time techniques provides further opportunities, since in a recon-
figurable FPGA-based platform it’s possible to align the hardware with
the application and to adjust the application in run-time according to the
software behavior.
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1ROSE compiler infrastructure (http://www.rosecompiler.org/)
2The eCos operating system has been used to run on the multi-core system (http://ecos.sourceware.org/)
3http://www.gaisler.com/


